
LIGHT FIELDS evolution

Recessed, surface-mounted, pendant, free-standing and wall-mounted LED luminaire

Complete range of LED  
luminaires for integral office lighting

linked
All order numbers in the  
PDF are linked to the Zumtobel 
online catalogue.



Active Light | Connecting with Nature

Creating Light Creates Inspiration

Wellbeing in o�  ce spaces is enhanced by holistic lighting ecosystems. 

 Active Light is linked to daylight dynamics, actively supporting the  natural 

bio rhythm and seamlessly ensuring maximum visual comfort for tasks. 

Such human centric lighting solutions bring people together and promote 

creativity, as they are e� ortlessly personalized, with the individual always 

at heart.

See here how Active Light works:
zumtobel.com/activelight

Intensity
The right lighting level can best be determined by the 
individual’s visual ability and the task itself. Moreover, 
basic planning parameters and current standards for 
workplaces must be taken into account.

Direction
Light is a tool for architectural design. By varying lum-
i nance and light distribution the general atmos phere 
of a space can shift instantly, which can have a major 
impact on communication, creativity and easing of 
tension.

Colour
The human body reacts to the colour temperature of 
light. While cooler, blueish light colours activate, 
 war m er, reddish light colours have a soothing e� ect. 
A study carried out in cooperation with the Fraun-
hofer IAO shows that a user’s colour preferences vary 
depending on age, working hours and individual 
needs.

Time
By mimicking the natural dynamics of daylight, 
 arti� cial lighting complements and supports one’s 
 internal clock.
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 "The name LIGHT FIELDS evolution says it all: the luminaire is 

entirely dedicated to progress and further development. The design 

is minimalist and consistently uniform for all models. LIGHT 

FIELDS evolution is impressive not only in visual terms but also in 

terms of technical features: the luminaire is fitted with innovative 

technologies and always provides perfect, glare-free light. At the 

same time, it is efficient and flexible: qualities by which the new 

generation stands out as contemporary office lighting system that 

provides perfect lighting conditions for many situations."
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Design | Chris Redfern, Sottsass Associati 
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Leser GmbH & Co. KG, company headquarters Leser Kontor, Hamburg | DE
Architects: GRS Reimer Architekten GmbH, Elmshorn | DE
Lighting Solution Partner: NDB Elektrotechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Stade | DE
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Pöttinger working world Grieskirchen, renovation of an office block
Constructor: Alois Pöttinger Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Grieskirchen | AT
Electrical installation: Pöttinger Installations GmbH, Grieskirchen | AT
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LFE ID 54W LED840
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UGR  (X = 4 H, Y = 8 H, S = 0.25 H)
quer <16 parallel <16

LOR
100%

Clear design. 
Maximum lighting quality. 

Suspended from the ceiling, the LIGHT FIELDS evolution pendant 
 luminaire cannot fail to impress on account of the perfect interplay of 
 indirect and direct light. Its large direct light component of 80 percent 
provides sufficient vertical illumination while significantly reducing 
 energy consumption. Its indirect light component of 20 percent  ensures 
perfect quality: the ceiling is brightened up pleasantly, the gentle 
transition between the luminaire and the background providing good 
ergonomic compatibility. The light source, which is fitted with innovative 
LitePrint® waveguide technology (patent pending), remains concealed 
despite its minimum height and delicate frame. This means that the high 
luminance of the individual LED lighting points is resolved perfectly. 
Featuring a slim-line, minimalist unit made of high-grade aluminium, the 
pendant luminaire can be easily integrated into contemporary office 
interiors. 

The direct/indirect ratio of 
80:20 gently brightens up 
the ceiling

Pendant luminaire and continuous-row lighting
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1518 x 268 mm
5 600 lm  
(20 % indirect ligh)

636 x 636 mm
4400 lm  
(9 % indirect ligh)

1218 x 268 mm
4400 lm  
(20 % indirect ligh)
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LFE A 45 W LED 840 L
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UGR  (X = 4 H, Y = 8 H, S = 0.25 H)
quer <19 parallel <19

LOR
100%

*   total height of luminaire: 56 mm

** except for LIGHT FIELDS evolution mini

High-quality lighting that meets many requirements 
Structural conditions in offices, for instance low ceiling heights, 
 frequently pose a challenge to lighting. Where neither pendant nor 
 recessed luminaires are an option, the problem is solved reliably by 
surface-mounted luminaires: thanks to innovative LitePrint® waveguide 
technology (patent pending), the surface-mounted luminaire provides 
a clear, uncluttered appearance, with a visible height of only 28 milli-
metres*. An additional indirect light** component of 5 percent creates 
a pleasant lighting corona, making the surface-mounted luminaire 
 appear to float below a cushion of light. 

The subdued indirect light component 
of the surface-mounted luminaire 
 creates a discreet lighting aura on the 
ceiling. The luminaire seems to float 
 below the ceiling.

Surface-mounted luminaire
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28  mm

324 x 324 mm
1600 lm  
(no indirect light)

636 x 636 mm
4600 lm  
(5% indirect light)

1518 x 268 mm
4600 lm  
(5% indirect light)

1218 x 268 mm
3800 lm  
(5% indirect light)
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LFE E 46 W LED 840 L M625
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 cd/klm

UGR  (X = 4 H, Y = 8 H, S = 0.25 H)
quer <19 parallel <19

LOR
100%Owing to an exactly defined beam 

angle of more than 65 degrees, 
LIGHT FIELDS evolution always 
provides perfect glare control of 
luminance levels.

Recessed luminaire

The classic
As a recessed luminaire, LIGHT FIELDS evolution provides maximum 
efficiency of up to 130 lm/W, effectively reducing the energy con-
sumption of an office building. Moreover, using a concealed housing 
it can be installed flush in plasterboard or modular ceilings, ensuring 
maximum integration into the interior design. The only thing that 
 remains visible is a 8 millimetres wide, high-grade aluminium frame, 
which also marks the edges of the luminaire. The luminaire is availa-
ble in four designs and as a "High Efficiency" and a "High Output" 
model, flexibly illuminating a variety of different rooms and room 
 situations.



M 600: 297 x 297 mm
M 625: 309 x 309 mm
1400 lm

M 600: 597 x 597 mm
M 625: 622 x 622 mm
3800 lm high efficiency
4800 lm high output

M 600: 1197 x 297 mm
M 625: 1247 x 309 mm
3800 lm high efficiency
4600 lm high output

M 600: 1497 x 297 mm
M 625: 1547 x 309 mm
4600 lm high efficiency
5800 lm high output
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Skylight for task areas
In situations where task areas are confined to comparatively small 
spaces, efficient lighting solutions can be implemented perfectly  
using the LIGHT FIELDS evolution cluster version. Contrary to tradi-
tional office lighting, the cluster allows for highly targeted lighting of 
task areas. Bright direct light is directed downwards onto the task 
area – precisely where it is needed, no matter whether this is a com-
puter workstation, a conference table or a reception area. The lumi-
naires arranged in a cluster create a lighting scene similar to daylight, 
ensuring a natural, balanced atmosphere in the rooms. The cluster 
 also fits in discreetly with the ceiling, thus becoming an integral part 
of the interior design. 

Cluster luminaire
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution cluster as surface-mounted version

LIGHT FIELDS evolution cluster as recessed version
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Free-standing and wall-mounted luminaire
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Flexibility meets intelligence
The free-standing luminaire provides maximum flexibility in terms of 
interior design. The youngest member of the LIGHT FIELDS evolution 
product range can be effortlessly adjusted to a variety of work situa-
tions without any spatial restrictions. Thanks to its slim-line design and 
discreet luminaire head, the free-standing luminaire flexibly blends into 
the office interior. It is available with three different luminous flux lev-
els and is effortlessly able to implement illumination of a variety of task 
area situations. The indirect light component, which hits the task area 
in an asymmetrical pattern, ensures light distribution as uniform as 
possible in the room. The sensControl presence-based brightness con-
trol system, which is built in as standard, ensures optimum energy con-
sumption. Intelligent swarmControl technology makes the luminaires 
communicate with each other in the room and always provide the opti-
mum quantity of light for perfect visual comfort.

Wall-mounted luminaire
The design of the luminaire is consistently upheld in 
all the models of the LIGHT FIELDS evolution range: 
the free-standing luminaire and the wall-mounted lu-
minaire, too, provide a uniform appearance.
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quer <16 parallel <16
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Free-standing luminaire

for individual and double workstations

Requirements placed  
on the lighting solution

  Large or unknown area to be calculated  
(e.g. desktop or task areas)
  Long or unknown operating times  

(typ. 2750 h/year)
  Low maintenance factor due to  

long period under consideration  
(Recomm.: MF 0.67 for period of use > 15 years)

  Smaller areas to be calculated  
(e.g. only actual area of visual task) 
  Shorter real operating times taking  

built-in presence detector into account  
(typ. 2000 h/year)
   Higher maintenance factor due to shorter period under 

consideration (typ. MF 0.80 for period of use < 10 years)

Individual workstation

  12 000  lm 
30 % direct light 
70 % indirect light (asym.)

 
  9000  lm 

40 % direct light 
60 % indirect light (asym.)

Double workstation

  16 000  lm 
20 % direct light 
80 % indirect light (slightly asym.)

  12 000  lm 
30 % direct light 
70 % indirect light (asym.)

3-axes room

 
  16 000  lm 

20 % direct light 
80 % indirect light (slightly asym.)

Design recommendation
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1

2

3

1  sensControl 
Using sensControl technology, up to 70 percent of en-
ergy can be saved, compared to switchable free-stand-
ing luminaires. A presence detector automatically 
switches the luminaire on and switches it off again 
when there is no one in the room. A brightness sensor 
monitors illuminance across the desktop, and dims the 
free-standing luminaire depending on the quantity of 
daylight or artificial lighting available.

2  Control unit 
Simple and intuitive to operate: a built-in, small LED 
light always indicates the current status of the free-
standing luminaire. To make sure that height-adjusta-
ble desks can be positioned as required without hiding 
the switching system, the control unit has been fitted 
in the upper area of the luminaire stand.

3  Base 
The smart base design allows for flexible positioning 
near the desk.

swarmControl
Innovative swarmControl technology makes the free-standing luminaires in the 
room communicate with each other. The luminaires automatically configure them-
selves into a swarm, creating a pleasant light cloud within a defined range. Another 
highlight of this technology is the corridor function: thanks to a presence detector, 
the way to a person's workstation is always perfectly illuminated. At any time of 
day or night.



State Police Directorate Vorarlberg, state control centre, Bregenz | AT
Constructor: Bundesimmobiliengesellschaft m.b.H., Feldkirch | AT
Electrical installation: Elektrotechnik Fink GmbH, Riefensberg | AT

LIGHT FIELDS evolution
tunableWhite, colour temperature: 4000 K



Colour temperature: 3000 K Colour temperature: 5000 K Colour temperature: 6000 K



Brilliant, glare-free light
Due to its unique micro-pyramidal optic (MPO+), LIGHT FIELDS evolu-
tion always fascinates users on account of best possible glare control 
and perfect, brilliant lighting quality. Even at high luminous flux, lumi-
nance is consistently reduced, providing pleasantly distributed light 
even at steep radiation angles. This means that LIGHT FIELDS evolution 
can easily be used directly above task areas with flat tablet PCs as well 
as above vertical displays. A major benefit for the creative design of 
rooms: the luminaires can be positioned in the room completely flexi-
bly and independently of the task area. Available with various different 
wattages, the luminaire also performs a wide range of lighting tasks 
without any problem. The smooth surface of the MPO+ ensures that it 
can be easily cleaned and prevents the accumulation of dust.

Glare control according to relevant standards and beyond

55° – 90°
Flat screen

40° – 90°
laptop

0° – 40°
display

0° – 10°
tablet PC

Light Fields evolution with MPO+



The LED points are resolved perfectly by 
the diffuser layer of the MPO+ optic.
High-precision formed micropyramids 
 ensure brilliant light. In addition, the 
smooth surface of MPO+ makes it re-
sistant to dirt and easy to clean.

As the optic is not coated with a protec-
tive layer, dust accumulates in the slots 
and is hard to remove.

Three-layer MPO +
Conventional single-layer or  
double-layer prism or cone structureTechnology comparison:
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Installation and maintenance

Easy and straightforward
LIGHT FIELDS evolution can be easily installed in various different ceil-
ings: the luminaire can be easily fitted in modular ceilings with an 
exposed carrier system; in modular ceilings with a concealed carrier 
system, it can be installed without any problem using a mounting kit. 
The luminaire is connected to the mains either from the outside (with-
out opening it) or from the inside. Strain relief is available separately 
upon request. Using a plaster-in housing, which is available as acces-
sory, flush installation in plasterboard ceilings is almost as simple as 
conventional installation. By means of a levelling kit, the luminaire is 
fitted in the plaster-in housing in next to no time. This means that the 
lower edge of the luminaire and the bottom of the ceiling are exactly 
level, and are interrupted only by a very small, defined shadow line. 
Luminaire maintenance is just as easy as installation. Thanks to the 
open, unencapsulated design, installation and cleaning of the lumi-
naire's optical system are equally easy. The smooth surface of the optic 
reduces accumulation of dirt and can be easily cleaned.

The plaster-in housing is available for  
linear as well as square luminaires.
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ONLITE central eBox
Fascinating intelligence:  
latest-generation systems  
with central supply

zumtobel.com/ebox

Central supply
Uniform ceiling look – lower costs 

To ensure a uniform ceiling look, the emergency lighting function in 
LIGHT FIELDS evolution can be integrated into the general lighting 
function. Extra emergency luminaires are no longer required. In large 
installations including more than 100 luminaires in particular, costs and 
labour input can be significantly reduced using a central supply system. 
In an emergency, the luminaires will be dimmed automatically to a pre-
set emergency lighting level of 15 percent. A central battery provides 
DC supply, ensuring emergency lighting in conformity with relevant 
standards. All products of the LIGHT FIELDS evolution range are 
DC-compatible and can therefore be used in centrally supplied emer-
gency lighting installations *.

* except for free-standing luminaires

Emergency lighting

http://zumtobel.com/ebox
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Separate-battery supply
Lighting design made easy thanks to built-in emergency lighting function 

Lighting design is made much easier using separate-battery supply. No 
additional installation and cabling are required; the emergency lighting 
function has already been integrated into the luminaires (pendant, sur-
face-mounted and recessed luminaire). Particularly convenient: the stat-
utory annual system tests and function tests are run automatically by 
the luminaires. The status LED reliably indicates whether or not the sup-
ply system is ready for operation. Depending on a room's geometry, one 
luminaire is enough to provide guidance – in emergencies – in an area of 
100 m²* and to ensure that people can safely leave their workplace. In 
case of mains power failure, the defined emergency luminaires will auto-
matically switch to 1-hour or 3-hour battery operation. 

* recessed luminaire for ceiling height of 3.5 m

ONLITE local emergency sets
Zumtobel supplies ready-to-use lumi-
naires with separate battery supply 
(emergency sets) for emergency light-
ing integrated into general lighting sys-
tems. In contrast to luminaires convert-
ed by the operator, compliance to 
standards is guaranteed here. The 
ONLITE local emergency sets are availa-
ble for operating times of one or three 
hours. 

zumtobel.com/onlite

Q600 recessed L1500 surface-mounted L1500 pendant

Mounting height
Max. spacing betw.
wall/luminaire (m)

Max. spacing betw.
luminaire/lum. (m)

Max. spacing betw.
wall/luminaire (m)

Max. spacing betw.
luminaire/lum. (m)

Max. spacing betw.
wall/luminaire (m)

Max. spacing betw.
luminaire/lum. (m)

2,2 m 2,40 6,90 2,50 6,95 2,40 6,80

2,5 m 2,75 7,75 2,70 7,50 2,60 7,25

3,0 m 3,20 9,15 2,95 8,25 2,85 8,00

3,5 m 3,45 9,95 3,20 8,95 3,10 8,65

4,0 m 3,75 10,50 3,45 9,55 3,35 9,20

4,5 m 4,00 11,05 3,70 10,05 3,60 9,60

Luminaire spacing for anti-panic lighting in conformity with relevant standards

http://zumtobel.com/onlite
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Perfect vertical lighting

LIGHT FIELDS evolution impresses by crafting the optimal blend of indirect and direct light. While the high 
share of direct light (80 percent) guarantees sufficient vertical lighting, the remaining share of indirect light 
helps achieve lighting perfection.

Consistent minimalist design 

The slim aluminium housing effortlessly complements modern office architecture. Patented litePrint 
waveguide technology ensures that the light sources remain very much out of sight – despite the slim 
mounting height and subtle frame.

Innovative workplace lighting

The innovative micropyramidal MPO+ optic delivers a brilliant quality of light and the best glare control – 
even with a steep beam angle. This guarantees the best possible illumination of the workplace at all  
times – for flat tablets or upright monitors.

Efficient and economical

Thanks to the low installed load and minimised energy consumption, the purchase costs pay for themselves 
within a few months. LIGHT FIELDS evolution has a dimmable converter as standard and can therefore be 
easily combined with intelligent lighting management systems.

Varied uses

Recessed, surface-mounted, as a free-standing or pendant luminaire – the comprehensive LIGHT FIELDS 
evolution portfolio supports a flexible room design. Arranged in a cluster, the luminaires guide the light that 
resembles daylight precisely to its specific destination - whether that be a workplace, conference table or 
reception area.
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Wall-mounted luminaire

Recessed

Ceiling mountingPendant installation Free-standing and wall-mounted 
luminaires

LED light colour

Overview

Pendant

Pendant continuous-row

Surface-mounted

Cluster surface-mounted

Cluster recessed

Free-standing luminaire

LIGHT FIELDS evolution

Recessed, surface-mounted, pendant, free-standing and wall-mounted LED luminaire

3000 K
warm white

4000 K
neutral white

3000 K – 6000 K
tunableWhite  

(ceiling-mounted and  
pendant luminaires)
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
|...| Shared properties LIGHT FIELDS evolution

n  LED service life: 50 000 h before 
luminous flux is reduced to 80 %  
of the initial value

n  Colour tolerance: MacAdam 3
n  Colour rendering index: Ra > 80
n  Light guided by high-efficiency 

LitePrint® waveguide technology 
and multilayer MPO+ micro- 
pyramidal optic 

n  Reduced luminance at steep  
angles specifically designed to cut 
glare on tilted displays and allow 
maximum flexibility in positioning 
of luminaires

n  Evenly spaced LED light points
n  Closed optical system with 

protective covers on LED modules 
to prevent damage from electro-
static discharge

n  High-quality, silver coated,  
flat aluminium luminaire housing 
with visible luminaire height of  
28 mm

n  Smooth outer diffuser of high  
grade PMMA for a brilliant 
appearance, low dirt sensitivity  
and simple cleaning

n  Luminaire pre-wired using 
halogen-free leads

LIGHT FIELDS evolution surface-mounted mini

n  |...|
n  Planar, low-profile LED surface-

mount luminaire designed for  
DSE workstation illumination

n  Luminaire luminous flux to  
92 lm/W

n  Colour temperature: 
4000 K ( intermediate) and 
3000 K (warm white)

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution 
in accordance with EN 12464-1  
with UGR < 16 and  
L65 < 1500/3000 cd/m²  
(according to wattage)

 L/W/H kg Order no.

LED luminaires dimmable Dali
LED1500-830 Q  324/324/58 4,5 42 182 835
LED1600-840 Q  324/324/58 4,5 42 182 604

halogen

LFE A MINI LED1600-840  Q
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UGR  (X = 4 H, Y = 8 H, S = 0.25 H)
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http://www.zumtobel.com/42182835
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182604
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution surface-mount

n  |...|
n  Flat LED ceiling surface-mounted 

luminaire with discreet indirect 
light for ceiling illumination

n  Luminaire light output up 
to 115 lm/W

n  Colour temperature 
4000 K ( intermediate) and 
3000 K (warm white) and 
 tunableWhite from 3000–6000 K

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution in 
accordance with EN 12464-1 with 
UGR < 19 and L65 < 1500/3000  
cd/m² (according to wattage)

n  Suitable for cluster mounting 
(requires accessory)

n  optionally available as emergency 
luminaire

 L/W/H kg Order no.

LED luminaires dimmable Dali only
LED3800-830 L12  1218/268/59 10,0 42 184 801
LED3800-840 L12  1218/268/59 10,0 42 184 802
LED4400-830 L15  1518/268/59 12,0 42 182 837
LED4400-830 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 182 836
LED4600-840 L15  1518/268/59 12,0 42 182 603
LED4600-840 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 182 602

LED luminaires, tunableWhite  
LED4200-830-60 L12  1218/268/59 10,0 42 184 803
LED4200-930-60 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 185 025
LED5000-830-60 L15  1518/268/59 12,0 42 185 026

halogen

LFE A LED4600-840  L
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http://www.zumtobel.com/42184801
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184802
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182837
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182836
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182603
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182602
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184803
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185025
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185026
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution pendant

n  |...|
n  Flat direct/indirect suspended 

LED luminaire incl. digitally 
dimmable, DC voltage-compliant 
DALI converter

n  Luminaire luminous flux to 
107 lm/W

n  Colour temperature:  
4000 K (intermediate) and  
3000 K (warm white) and 
tunableWhite from 3000–6000 K

n  Direct/indirect beam pattern in 
80:20 ratio

n  uniform indirect light distribution 
optimised for low suspension 
hight of at least 50 cm

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution in 
accordance with EN 12464-1 with 
UGR < 16 and L65 < 1500/3000  
cd/m² (according to wattage)

n  The transparent supply cable is 
currently not available in a 
halogen-free version. As an 
alternative, however, a halogen-
free conventional power lead  
can be supplied on request

n  including connected transparent 
connection cable and pre- 
assembled cord suspension kit

n  optionally available as emergency 
luminaire

 L/W/H kg Order no.

Single LED luminaire with cord suspension dimmable Dali only
LED4200-830 L12  1218/268/28 10,0 42 184 798
LED4400-830 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 184 474
LED4400-840 L12  1218/268/28 10,0 42 184 799
LED4600-840 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 184 475
LED5200-830 L15  1518/268/28 12,0 42 182 838
LED5600-840 L15  1518/268/28 12,0 42 182 605

LED continuous row luminaires dimmable Dali only
LED5200-830 L15 Continuous row luminaire  1518/268/28 12,0 42 926 511
LED5600-840 L15 Continuous row luminaire  1518/268/28 12,0 42 926 489

Single LED luminaire, with wire suspension tunableWhite  
LED4200-830-60 L12  1218/268/28 10,0 42 184 800
LED4200-930-60 Q  636/636/59 12,0 42 185 027
LED4800-830-60 L15  1518/268/28 12,0 42 185 028

For through-wiring, a supply cable of cross-section 1.5 mm² must be used to satisfy 
safety regulations.

halogen

LFE DI LED5600-840 L
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http://www.zumtobel.com/42184798
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184474
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184799
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184475
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182838
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182605
http://www.zumtobel.com/42926511
http://www.zumtobel.com/42926489
http://www.zumtobel.com/42184800
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185027
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185028
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution accessories

n  continuous row connector kit for 
suspended luminaires consists of  
1 set for connecting 2 luminaires

n  continuous row cord suspension 
kit for suspended luminaires 
consists of 1 set per continuous 
row

n  mounting aid for installing 
surface-mounted luminaires in 
clusters

 Order no.

Accessory  
ASH1 LB SET Continuous row cord suspension set  22 168 975
ASH2 LB SET Continuous row cord suspension set  22 168 976
Cluster L1500 SET Mounting aid for surface-mounted cluster  22 169 072
Cluster Q600 SET Mounting aid for surface-mounted cluster  22 169 071
LB CON ASH1 SET Continuous row connection set for suspended luminaires  22 168 972
LB CON ASH2 SET Continuous row connection set for suspended luminaires  22 169 216
PMMA OPTICS Cleaning kit  22 166 921
Q CLUSTER CLIP 2PC SET Fixing clips for pendant cluster  22 169 852

http://www.zumtobel.com/22168975
http://www.zumtobel.com/22168976
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169072
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169071
http://www.zumtobel.com/22168972
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169216
http://www.zumtobel.com/22166921
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169852
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution recessed

n  Modular LED recessed luminaire 
for DSE workstation illumination

n  LED service life: 50 000 h before 
luminous flux is reduced to 
70–80 % of the initial value 
(according to wattage)

n  Luminaire luminous flux to 
130 lm/W

n  Colour tolerance: MacAdam 3
n  Colour temperature 

4000 K ( intermediate) and 
3000 K (warm white) and 
tunableWhite from 3000–6000 K

n  Colour rendering: Ra80 (LED840) 
/ Ra90 (LED940)

n  Light guided via backlit multi-layer 
MPO+ micropyramidal optic

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution in 
accordance with EN 12464-1 with 
UGR < 19 and L65 < 1500/3000  
cd/m² (according to wattage)

n  Reduced luminance at steep 
angles specifically designed to cut 
glare on tilted displays and allow 
maximum flexibility in positioning 
of luminaires

n  Evenly spaced LED light points
n  LED modules include high 

reflection 3Dprotect® reflector  
as protective cover to prevent 
damage from electrostatic 
discharge

n  Smooth, removable diffuser  
made of high-grade PMMA for  
an exceptional look of quality,  
low dirt accumulation and easy 
cleaning

n  Flat housing made of painted 
sheet steel

n  Aluminium optic surround in 
silver-look finish

n  internal 5-pole plug-in terminal 
block (can be connected from 
inside or outside)

n  For cut ceiling apertures and 
modular ceilings with concealed 
or visible grid system

n  Suitable for flush-ceiling plastered 
and cluster mounting (requires 
accessory)

n  Luminaire pre-wired using 
halogen-free leads

n  optionally available as emergency 
luminaire

 L/W/H kg Order no.

LED luminaire for module 600 with light colour 3000 K  
LED1300-830 Q dimmable Dali  297/297/110 2,8 42 181 837
LED3600-830 L1200 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 181 845
LED3600-830 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 181 553
LED4400-830 L12 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 181 847
LED4400-830 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 181 851
LED4400-830 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 181 841
LED5400-830 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 181 854

LED luminaire for module 600 with light colour 4000 K  
LED1400-840 Q dimmable Dali  297/297/110 2,8 42 181 839
LED3800-840 L1200 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 182 589
LED3800-840 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 182 588
LED4600-840 L12 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 182 595
LED4600-840 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 182 590
LED4800-840 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 182 594
LED5800-840 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 182 596

LED luminaire for Module 600 with light colour 4000 K and colour rendering > 90  
LED1400-940 Q dimmable Dali  297/297/110 2,8 42 182 618
LED3800-940 L12 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 182 607
LED3800-940 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 182 606
LED4600-940 L12 dimmable Dali only  1197/297/85 9,0 42 182 613
LED4600-940 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 182 608
LED4800-940 Q dimmable Dali only  597/597/100 9,0 42 182 612
LED5800-940 L15 dimmable Dali only  1497/297/85 11,0 42 182 614

LED luminaire for module 625 with light colour 3000 K  
LED1300-830 Q dimmable Dali  309/309/110 3,0 42 181 838
LED3600-830 L1200 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 181 846
LED3600-830 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 9,0 42 181 554
LED4400-830 L12 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 181 848
LED4400-830 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 181 853
LED4400-830 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 9,0 42 181 842
LED5400-830 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 181 856

LED luminaire for module 625 with light colour 4000 K  
LED1400-840 Q dimmable Dali  309/309/110 3,0 42 181 840
LED3800-840 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 8,5 42 182 591
LED3800-840 L1200 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 182 592
LED4600-840 L12 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 182 598
LED4600-840 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 182 593
LED4800-840 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 9,0 42 182 597
LED5800-840 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 182 599

LED luminaire for Module 625 with light colour 4000 K and colour rendering > 90  
LED1400-940 Q dimmable Dali  309/309/110 3,0 42 182 619
LED3800-940 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 9,0 42 182 609
LED3800-940 L12 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 182 610
LED4600-940 L12 dimmable Dali only  1247/309/85 9,0 42 182 616
LED4600-940 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 182 611
LED4800-940 Q dimmable Dali only  622/622/100 9,0 42 182 615
LED5800-940 L15 dimmable Dali only  1547/309/85 11,0 42 182 617

LED luminaire for module 600 in light colour 3000 K - 6000 K  
LED5000-930-60 L12  1197/297/85 9,0 42 185 029
LED5000-930-60 Q  597/597/100 9,0 42 185 030
LED6200-930-60 L15  1497/297/85 11,0 42 185 033

LED luminaire for module 625 in light colour 3000 K - 6000 K  
LED5000-930-60 L12  1247/309/85 9,0 42 185 031
LED5000-930-60 Q  622/622/100 9,0 42 185 032
LED6200-930-60 L15  1547/309/85 11,0 42 185 034

Accessory  
PMMA OPTICS Cleaning kit  22 166 921

Please order fixing kit and cable strain relief separately.
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http://www.zumtobel.com/42181837
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181845
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181553
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181847
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181851
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181841
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181854
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181839
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182589
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182588
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182595
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182590
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182594
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182596
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182618
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182607
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182606
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182613
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182608
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182612
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182614
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181838
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181846
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181554
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181848
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181853
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181842
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181856
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181840
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182591
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182592
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182598
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182593
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182597
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182599
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182619
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182609
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182610
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182616
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182611
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182615
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182617
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185029
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185030
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185033
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185031
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185032
http://www.zumtobel.com/42185034
http://www.zumtobel.com/22166921
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution recessed accessories

n  plaster housing of sheet steel, 
coated white, for flush installation 
in sealed plasterboard ceilings 
with fine shadow gap

 Order no.

Accessory  
LFE E M600 L1200 Plaster housing  22 169 069
LFE E M600 Q Plaster housing  22 169 068
LFE E M625 L1200 Plaster housing  22 169 092
LFE E M625 Q Plaster housing  22 169 091
LFE E MINI M600 Q Plaster housing  22 169 067
LFE E MINI M625 Q Plaster housing  22 169 090
LFE/MIREL EVO/ML EVO INF NIV SET Ceiling fixing kit  22 168 977
PMMA OPTICS Cleaning kit  22 166 921
SET Cable strain relief  22 161 546
Suction cup  20 935 455

http://www.zumtobel.com/22169069
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169068
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169092
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169091
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169067
http://www.zumtobel.com/22169090
http://www.zumtobel.com/22168977
http://www.zumtobel.com/22166921
http://www.zumtobel.com/22161546
http://www.zumtobel.com/20935455
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution freestanding luminaire

n  Minimalist indirect/direct LED 
freestanding luminaire incl. 
digitally dimmable converter

n  LED service life: 50 000 h before 
luminous flux is reduced to 80 % 
of the initial value

n  Luminaire light output up to 
120 lm/W

n  Colour tolerance: MacAdam 3
n  Colour temperature  

4000 K (intermediate) and  
3000 K (warm white)

n  Colour rendering index: Ra > 80
n  high direct light component of 

20–40 % (according to luminous 
flux)

n  Asymmetric indirect light 
distribution for homogeneous 
illumination of workstation

n  Light guided by high-efficiency 
LitePrint® waveguide technology 
and multilayer MPO+ micropy-
ramidal optic

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution in 
accordance with EN 12464-1 with 
UGR < 19 and L65 < 3000 cd/m²

n  Reduced luminance at steep 
angles specifically designed to cut 
glare on tilted displays and allow 
maximum flexibility in positioning 
of luminaires

n  Evenly spaced LED light points
n  Closed optical system with 

protective covers on LED modules 
to prevent damage from 
electrostatic discharge

n  Smooth outer diffuser of high 
grade PMMA for a brilliant 
appearance, low dirt sensitivity 
and simple cleaning

n  Flat luminaire head with visible 
height of 31 mm

n  Flat U-formed steel base for good 
stability and space-saving 
positioning with office furniture

n  Head and stand of aluminium
n  Built-in sensControl controller 

with individually adjustable 
light-level sensor and PIR 
occupancy sensors

n  Optional swarmControl control for 
independent luminaire grouping 
and communication via built-in 
radio module

n  Soft Touch control panel including 
feedback LED is optimally posi - 
tioned in luminaire stand for 
control and adjustment

n  Luminaire powder-coated in 
silver-look finish

n  Black power lead, length 3 m
n  Luminaire pre-wired using 

halogen-free leads

 H kg Order no.

free-standing luminaire with SensControl and SR2 safety plug  
LED9000-830 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 182 106
LED9000-840 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 181 891
LED12000-830 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 182 110
LED12000-840 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 181 895
LED16000-830 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 182 114
LED16000-840 SensControl  1950 13,0 42 181 899
free-standing luminaire with SwarmControl and SR2 safety plug  
LED9000-830 SwarmControl  1950 13,0 42 182 108
LED9000-840 SwarmControl  1950 13,0 42 181 893
LED12000-830 SwarmControl  1950 13,0 42 182 112
LED12000-840 SwarmControl  1950 13,0 42 181 897

Accessory  
PMMA OPTICS Cleaning kit  22 166 921
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http://www.zumtobel.com/42182106
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181891
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182110
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181895
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182114
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181899
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182108
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181893
http://www.zumtobel.com/42182112
http://www.zumtobel.com/42181897
http://www.zumtobel.com/22166921
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LIGHT FIELDS evolution
LIGHT FIELDS evolution wall-mounted luminaire

n  Flat direct/indirect suspended 
wall surface-mounted luminaire 
incl. digitally dimmable, DC 
voltage-compliant DALI converter

n  LED service life: 50 000 h before 
luminous flux is reduced to 80 % 
of the initial value

n  Luminaire light output up to 
115 lm/W

n  Colour tolerance: MacAdam 3
n  Colour temperature 

4000 K ( intermediate) and 
3000 K (warm white)

n  Colour rendering index: Ra > 80
n  Direct/indirect beam pattern with 

asymmetric light distribution
n  Light guided by high-efficiency 

LitePrint® waveguide technology 
and multilayer MPO+ micropy-
ramidal optic

n  Defined light emission for 
glare-free light distribution in 
accordance with EN 12464-1 with 
UGR < 19 and L65 < 3000 cd/m²

n  Reduced luminance at steep 
angles specifically designed to cut 
glare on tilted displays and allow 
maximum flexibility in positioning 
of luminaires

n  Evenly spaced LED light points
n  Closed optical system with 

protective covers on LED modules 
to prevent damage from 
electrostatic discharge

n  Smooth outer diffuser of high 
grade PMMA for a brilliant 
appearance, low dirt sensitivity 
and simple cleaning

n  High-quality, silver coated, flat 
aluminium luminaire housing with 
visible luminaire height of 30 mm

n  Luminaire pre-wired using 
halogen-free leads

 L/W/H kg Order no.

Dimmable luminaires dimmable Dali only
LED4400-830  620/146/40 4,5 42 181 883
LED4800-840  620/146/40 4,5 42 181 884
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Zumtobel, a company of the Zumtobel Group, is an internationally  
leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for professional indoor 
and outdoor building lighting applications. 

We provide unique customer benefits by 
integrating technology, design, emotion 
and energy efficiency. We combine the best 
possible ergonomic lighting quality for an 
individual’s well being with the responsible 
use of energy resources. The company’s 
own sales organisa tions in twenty coun-
tries, as well as commercial agencies in 
fifty other countries, form an international 
network of experts and design partners 
providing professional lighting consulting, 
design assistance and comprehensive 
services.

Lighting and sustainability 
In line with our corporate philosophy 
“We want to use light to create worlds of 
experience, make work easier and improve 
communications and safety while remai-
ning fully aware of our responsibility to the 
environment”, Zumtobel offers energy-
efficient high-quality products, while at the 
same time making sure that our production 
processes based on the considerate use of 
resources are environmentally compatible. 
 
zumtobel.com/sustainability
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Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, Zumtobel  
pro vides a five year manufacturer's guarantee on all  
Zumtobel branded products in accordance with the terms  
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE

natureOffice.com | AT-101-130426
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Tracks and spots

Façade, media and  
outdoor luminaires

Lighting management 
systems

Recessed luminaires

High-bay luminaires

Surface-mounted and 
pendant luminaires

Luminaires with  
extra protection

Modular lighting systems

Free-standing and  
wall-mounted luminaires

Downlights

Continuous-row systems and  
individual batten luminaires

Emergency lighting

Medical supply systems

Lighting Services

United Kingdom
ZG Lighting (UK) Limited
Chiltern Park
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter
Buckinghamshire SL9 9FG
T +44/(0)1388 420 042
info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.uk

USA and Canada
Zumtobel Lighting Inc.
3300 Route 9W
Highland, NY 12528
T +1/845/691 6262
F +1/845/691 6289
info.us@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.us

Australia
ZG Lighting Australia Pty Ltd
43 Newton Road
Wetherill Park NSW 2164
T +61/1300 139 965
info.au@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.com.au

New Zealand
ZG Lighting (NZ) Limited
27 Jomac Place,
Avondale, Auckland 1026
T +64/9 828 7155
F +64/9 828 7591
info.nz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.nz

China
Thorn Lighting (Guangzhou) Limited
12A Lian Yun Road  
Eastern Section,
GETDD, Guangzhou
510530, P.R. China
T +86/(20)2232 6000
Sales Hotline: 400 8080 195
info.cn@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cn

Hong Kong
ZG Lighting Hong Kong Ltd
Unit 503 – 508, 5/F, Building 16W,
Phase 3, Hong Kong Science Park,
New Territories, Hong Kong
T +852/(0)2578 4303
F +852/(0)2887 0247
info.hk@zumtobelgroup.com

India
Thorn Lighting India Pvt Ltd 
No. 43, Chamiers Road 
Raja Annamalaipuram,  
Chennai 600028,  
Tamilnadu, India
T +91/(44) 2435 7588
F +91/(44) 2435 8744
info.in@zumtobelgroup.com

Singapore
Thorn Lighting (Singapore) Pte Ltd
158 Kallang Way # 06-01/02
Singapore 349245
T +65/6844 5800
F +65/6745 7707
info.sg@zumtobelgroup.com

United Arab Emirates
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
4B Street, Al Quoz Industrial Area 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
T +971/4 340 4646
info.ae@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.ae

Romania 
Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL
Radu Greceanu Street, no. 2,  
Ground Floor, sector 1 
012225 Bucharest
T +40 31225 38 01
F +40 31225 38 04
info.ro@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.com

Hungary 
ZG Lighting Hungary Kft.
Váci út 49
1134 Budapest
T +36/(1) 450 2490
F +36/(1) 350 0829
info.hu@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.hu

Croatia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Ulica Petra Hektorovića 2
10000 Zagreb
T +385/(1) 64 04 080
F +385/(1) 64 04 090
info.hr@zumtobelgroup.com

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Predstavništvo u BiH
Zmaja od Bosne 7
71000 Sarajevo
T  +387 33 590 463
info.ba@zumtobelgroup.com

Serbia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Beton hala – Karađorđeva 2-4
11000 Belgrade 
M +381 69 54 44 802
info.rs@zumtobelgroup.com

Czech Republic 
ZG Lighting Czech Republic s.r.o.
Jankovcova 2
Praha 7
170 00 Praha
T +420 266 782 200
F +420 266 782 201
info.cz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cz

Slovak Republic
ZG Lighting Slovakia s.r.o. 
Tomášikova 64
831 04 Bratislava
T +421 2 2030 0044
info.sk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.sk

Poland
ZG Lighting Polska Sp. z o.o.
Wołoska 9a
Platinium Business Park III
02-583 Warszawa
T +48 22 856 74 31
info.pl@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.pl

Slovenia
ZG Lighting d.o.o
Štukljeva cesta 46
1000 Ljubljana
T +386/(1) 5609 820
F +386/(1) 5609 866
info.si@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.si

Russia
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Official Representative Office
Skakovaya Str. 17
Bld. No 1, Office 1104
125040 Moscow
T +7/(495) 945 36 33
F +7/(495) 945 16 94
info.ru@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.ru

Norway
Zumtobel
Bygdøy allé 4
0257 Oslo
T +47 22 54 72 00
info.no@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.no

Sweden
Zumtobel
Hyllie Boulevard 10b
215 32 Malmö
T +46 649 20 00
info.se@zumtobel.group.com
zumtobel.se

Denmark
Zumtobel
Stamholmen 155, 5. sal
2650 Hvidovre
T +45 35 43 70 00
info.dk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.dk

Headquarters
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Schweizer Strasse 30
Postfach 72
6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA
T +43/(0)5572/390-0
info@zumtobel.info

zumtobel.com
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